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VFRA-25
transformer frequencey response analyzer

The Vanguard VFRA-25 is a power transformer frequency sweep response analyzer that can be 
used to perform frequency response measurements on power transformers in accordance with 
the C57.149-2012 and IEC 60076-18 standards. The VFRA-25 is bundled with analysis software 
that can graphically compare test results and provide correlation analysis per the IEEE C57.149-
2012 and DL/T 911-2004 standards, allowing users to quickly assess the mechanical and electrical 
integrity of the transformer under test.

Product Overview
The VFRA-25 detects the mechanical or electrical 
changes of a transformer by comparing their frequency 
response measurement fingerprints. This comparison 
can be used to detect power transformer problems such 
as:

• Shorted turns or open windings
• Winding displacements or deformations
• Core movements
• Winding connection problems
• Broken clamping structures
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ordering information

Part No. Description

9139-UC VFRA-25 and test cables

Sweep Frequency Range and 
Sweep Time
The VFRA-25 offers a wide range of user-select-
able sweep frequencies from 0.1 Hz to 25 MHz. A 
typical test sweep time, with frequency ranging 
from 20 Hz to 2 MHz, is less than 30 seconds. A 
Quick Sweep feature allows the user to verify the 
cable connection integrity in 10 seconds.

Dynamic Ranges
The VFRA-25 offers a dynamic range greater than 
or equal to 120 db with measurement accuracy of 
±0.5 db. 

Output Voltages
The VFRA-25's output voltage is programmable 
from 0.2 Vpp to 20 Vpp in 0.2 Vpp steps. This 
feature allows the users to match the test voltage 
used in a different test by another device.

Computer Interface
The VFRA-25 can connect to a PC via USB or Blue-
tooth.

VFRA Transformer Analysis 
Software
Each VFRA-25 ships with Windows-based Sweep 
Frequency Analysis software that can be used to con-
duct tests and capture data.  The software can graphi-
cally compare test results as a magnitude vs. frequency 
graph, in-phase vs. frequency graph, or display both 
graphs at the same time. The software also provides an 
analytical tool that can perform correlation coefficients 
between two traces per the IEEE C57.149-2012 or DL/T 
911-2004 standard.

Pre-programmed test connection configurations and 
illustrations defined by the IEEE C57.149-2012 standard 
are available allowing the user to quickly select, con-
nect, and run tests in the field. Test data can be exported 
to XML  and EXCEL formats.  The VFRA Transformer 
Analysis Software can also directly import and playback 
Doble, Megger, and Omicron SFRA test records allowing 
the user to compare the Vanguard VFRA-25 test records 
against other devices on the market. 

VFRA-25 Connections



transformer frequencey response analyzer
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VFRA-25 technical specifications
physical
specifications

Dimensions: 10.2”W x 8.3”H x 3.2” D (26.0 cm x 21.0 cm x 8.2 cm)
Weight: 5.0 lbs. (2.4 Kg)

sampling
rate

100M samples per secondsweep fre-
quency range

0.1 Hz ¬ 25 Mhz, selectable frequency range

sample points 
per sweep

2,000 points per decade, 32,000 points total

NOTE : the above specifications are valid at nominal voltage and ambient temperature of +25°C (+77°F). Specifications are subject to change without notice.

input
power

90 ¬ 240 Vac, 50/60 Hz

sweep
time

30 seconds (20 Hz ¬ 2 Mhz)

point
spacing

log or linear

gain
accuracy

0.5 db above 50 db phase
accuracy

0.1 degree above 50 db

pc
software

Windows®-based transformer Transformer Analysis Software included

output
voltage

0.2 Vpp ¬ 20 Vpp in 0.2 Vpp steps

output
channels

1, 50 Ohm impedance, short-circuit 
protected

input
channels

2, 50 Ohm impedance

VFRA-25 Features

computer
interfaces

USB and Bluetooth

temperature Operating: -10°C to +50°C (+15°F to +122°F)
Storage: -30°C to +70°C (-22°F to +158°F)

humidity 90% RH @ 40°C (104°F) 
non-condensing

altitude 2,000 m (6,562 ft)
to full safety specifications

cables and 
clamps

Cables: three 30ft (15.2m) 50 Ohm coaxial signal cables, 2 ground straps, power cord
Clamps: 3 voltage cable clamps, 2 ground cable clamps

warranty one year on parts and labor

software
compatibility

Import: Doble, Omicron, Megger SFRA test records, CIGRE (*.xfra)
Export: CSV, TXT, CIGRE (*.xfra)

applicable
standards

IEEE C57.149-2012, IEC 60076-18, CIGRE  
Tech. Guide 342, Chinese DL/T 911-2004!

usb pc interface

output signal

reference input

measure input

ground connection

sweep indicator

communication indicator

power connection

power indicator



VFRA Software

Magnitude vs Frequency Plot

Magnitude vs Frequency Expansion Plot
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Expansion area shown below

cursor position

values at cursor position
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VFRA Software

IEEE C57.149 Correlation Calculation

DL/T 911-2004 Analysis



VFRA-25 Features
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VFRA-25 Included Accessories



Instruments designed and developed by the hearts 
and minds of utility electricians around the world.

Vanguard Instruments Company (VIC), was founded in 1991. Currently, our 28,000 square-
foot facility houses Administration, Design & Engineering, and Manufacturing operations. 
From its inception, VIC’s vision was, and is to develop and manufacture innovative test 
equipment for use in testing substation EHV circuit breakers and other electrical apparatus.

The first VIC product was a computerized circuit breaker analyzer, which was a resounding 
success. It became the forerunner of an entire series of circuit breaker test equipment. 
Since its beginning, VIC’s product line has expanded to include microcomputer-based, 
precision micro-ohmmeters, single and three phase transformer winding turns-ratio testers, 
transformer winding-resistance meters, mega-ohm resistance meters, and a variety of other 
electrical utility maintenance support products.

VIC’s performance-oriented products are well suited for the utility industry. They are rugged, 
reliable, accurate, user friendly, and most are computer controlled. Computer control, with 
innovative programming, provides many automated testing functions. VIC’s instruments 
eliminate tedious and time-consuming operations, while providing fast, complex, test-result 
calculations. Errors are reduced and the need to memorize long sequences of procedural 
steps is eliminated. Every VIC instrument is competitively priced and is covered by a liberal 
warranty.
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